THE SOLAR SYSTEM, GALAXY & UNIVERSE
The Solar System
The asteroid belt is a former planet destroyed in the location of the orbit it follows. Pluto is a former
satellite of the planet called Neptune; its off plane orbit was caused by this. It detachment from a former
orbit around Neptune occurred for two reasons; the relative masses of the two were similar enough that
Neptune could not hold it after the passing of a larger planet intersecting the arcs of orbit.
The other named planets are just as they are understood.
The Galaxy
These are rotating eddy currents of material launched forth upon the creation of the universe in the plane
or level of existence Earth beings cannot detect. There are levels of physical existence with light, mass
and the interrelationships of physics as Earth science does not understand.
Solar systems are one type of formation inside a galaxy where non-reactive spheres circulate around the
larger masses of hydrogen. There is no requirement a solid planet of heavier substances or elements be
found attached to a star, yet this is common by gravitational force, just as loose electrons are rare inside a
solid substance at the atomic level.
The basic existence of intelligence occurs at what humans would call the energetic level but as this cannot
be detected and measured within the limits of scientific understanding, this existence is invisible.
It is more substantive and solid than the existence you fill, yet life on Earth was designed to create the
opposite sensation and provide the feeling of substance to that which is insubstantial.
We shall explain this energetic existence.
Atomic energy as recently discovered on Earth is a brief and as yet, misunderstood or shall we say, badly
understood glimpse into the true forces of the universe.
Atoms are composed of rotating 4 sided triangles, called neutrons, protons and electrons. The protons
contain two of these, rotating in the same direction. The neutron contains two, each rotating in a different
direction , opposite of the other. The electron contains only one, and it rotates in a direction opposite to
proton. Earth words call these opposing forces “positive” and “negative” but they are just opposing,
neither is better or less so. This terminology is human interpretation of good and less so, nothing more.
The four sided triangles forming the proton are made of 4 points of a smaller rotating triangle; the speed
of rotation is many multiples higher than the speed of light of three hundred meters per second. These 4
points are held equidistant by speed and size, what humans correctly identify as centrifugal force. An
imaginary line drawn would form one side of the triangle.

When atomic fission occurs, the atom is broken by external force and these components are released; this
effect of fission is not well understood. It is part of the effect seen in genetic mutation and many others,
from nuclear radiation. The liberated protons, neutrons and electrons – especially the electrons – reach
equilibrium with surrounding, adjacent atoms and clusters, called molecules. In the process of
reattachment and formation, molecular arrangements are disturbed and newly created ones can occur.
The protection against this is provided by thick, heavy metal such as lead. This material has a sufficiently
large proton and neutron population to absorb the freed, “wild” subatomic particles and stabilize them to
atomic equilibrium with the mass of the material.
We recommend no additional use of nuclear energy and the dismantling of existing uses; there are better
uses of the base energy inside the atom, easily harvested from your environment with no danger to
yourselves as is caused by the radiation.
An atom of heavier substance, such as your lead or gold, contains many more neutrons and protons and
corresponding electrons within a given space. The atoms of a lighter substance, such as hydrogen or
helium, are nearly entirely open space within, by comparison. They are much smaller also. You will
discover an interesting characteristic when measurement of atomic structure becomes possible; the
distances of the electron orbits will follow the same proportional spacing as do planets of your solar
system; this is not a coincidence.
The levels or dimensions of existence in the universe correspond proportionally to the levels of each
subatomic layer, if you will; this is to say, there 7 levels of subatomic particulate rotation inside the atom
you have learned to recognize. There are double the numbers of levels; as each layer is framed, there is a
external and an internal level to the layer, hence seven to fourteen.
The relative density of existence on Earth for human beings occurs at the speed of light, itself limited by
the vibrations of the level. Your science has indentifies this as 299,792,458 meters per second, 0.9993%
of exactly 300,000,000. This is not coincidental; the concept of a meter first representing a segment of
Earth surface circumference and then multiple of fixed light frequency is varied by frictional losses,
detours through substances capable of transmission of light photons. Measurement of light speed in what
humans call “outer space” would narrow or reduce the 0.0007% loss. This you will see when the ability to
place a laboratory in the extraterrestrial field outside planetary gases is provided.
The reason for three, as in three hundred thousand, always a three, is the structure of triangle, three
angles. The three dimension view of Earth – height, depth and width – is accurate yet does not consider a
fourth aspect, movement. The talk of an upcoming “shift” to a fourth dimension on Earth is recognition of
this coming change, where movement of all existence is also taken into account.
The four pointed triangle creates the fourth point and side by reason of the movement; a three sided “flat”
triangle should be seen to move only one “corner” the other two remaining in place. Then the second
“corner” should move to the place previously taken by the one just moved and so forth, in turn, the three
points moving among the four stops.

The three through the four equals twelve, three times four, and this is the basis and significance of a
dozen in all things on Earth.
Electrons are electricity, jumping from atom to atom; the force propelling the electrons - not the electrons
themselves – is the energy that motivates. The force you have called magnetism, and this is the same
force of gravity.
We suggest electricity be viewed as would a long series of croquet or billiard balls, all lined up and
making physical contact. As the one is struck, the force of impact will cause the farthest ball to move as if
the impact were made directly upon it, as long as the intermediate balls do not move and maintain solid
contact.
This is electricity and the billiard balls are the electrons of atoms. Where a single electron orbits, this is
most easily accomplished, and the sole electron orbit is called a metal.
Just as the force moves the electrons along, does the force flow from the electrons to the atoms and
molecules where movement is required.
Thoughts are the most basic, and this means the highest level and thus the most powerful of all universal
energy. Thoughts are the essence of the force just described; in the various existences of your solar
system, the galaxy and universe, the ability to first detect and then control the force is managed
differently and these are your dimensions.
Energetic beings exist throughout the solar system and on all planets, including Earth. Humanity cannot
detect many and can only do so partially with some of them, as those entities choose to intersect and
interact with the vibrational range level humans occupy. Your sasquatch sightings are an example.
Beings exist on all planets and as space travel has begun to be initiated by humans, concern for human
visits and disturbances has arisen. All beings of dimensions and ranges of vibration within humans – that
is, within the ……

